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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
4 years experienced programmer with solid understanding of object-oriented programming and creating 
RESTful APIs to connect to backend services, desire the position of Web Developer, to apply technical skills in 
designing and building responsive web applications. Coming with user-oriented focus, and a solid 
understanding of ES8 / ES2017, JavaScript, HTML/CSS, React, AWS, TypeScript, Python, MongoDB, Node.js, SQL, 
Prisma and Docker.

SKILLS
Programming Languages / Frameworks / Technologies: Node.js, Python, Typescript, Javascript, React, Next.js, 
NestJS, Astro, Restful APIs, GraphQL, ExpressJS, BlitzJS, ChakraUI, Storybook, React Query, TailwindCSS, Material 
UI
Cloud Providers / Infrastructure / Databases: AWS, Google Cloud, Kubernetes, Docker, Postgres, Prisma, 
MongoDB, DynamoDB

WORK EXPERIENCE
Truely
Full Stack Developer

April 2020 – June 2022

Remote
 Worked alongside graphic designers for web design features
 Effectively adopted modern frameworks for replacing old technology stack
 Built the admin dashboard used internally by staff in the company
 Developed task progress tracking feature and individual effort charts generator
 Built an AWS Lambda function that involves 25+ scrapers that runs periodically with cron job
 Developed fully responsive web pages for optimal user UX and offered debugging services to our CMS 

team.

Geonode
Full Stack Developer

October 2021 – June 2022

Remote
 Developed a fully responsive web pages for the end-user with the given feedback from UX tests
 Collaborated with two other developers for back-end and one developer for front-end
 Created custom UI kit using Tailwind CSS and Storybook
 Handled pipelines of HubSpot CRM for our payment module
 Created a scraper for a well-known e-commerce site to serve it as an API.

Darwin Strategy
Full Stack Developer

April 2022 – October 2022

Remote
 Developing the whole project from start to MVP on my own using Blitz.js, Node.js, Javascript, Typescript, 

Prisma, PostgreSQL, React
 Created the private repo on GitHub and handled the deployments of it via GitLab
 Collaborated with a UI/UX Designer to decide on the wireframes of the project
 Developed fully responsive web pages according to wireframes.

Neem
Senior Full Stack Developer

October 2022 – August 2023

Remote
 Developed commerce central dashboard for creators' and brands' use with complex flows including 

payment, content creation, stock management for products etc
 Developed an admin dashboard to manage creators', suppliers' and customers' interactions with the app
 Developed landing pages of the app pixel perfect according to the Figma designs I was provided
 Developed pages of the web-mobile app which will be a PWA once it is finished
 Worked on the backend of the project which is written in NestJS. Coded the mutations and queries with 

GraphQL
 Developed an e-commerce based livestream platform using AWS IVS with extended functionalities.
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